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expounded a series of new concepts about the nlature of inherited variations in huinaii
biochemistry which are now part of our thinking in I)iochemical genetics. It is interesting
that these concepts, formulated by a practising physician, were largely neglected until
in a new climate of thinking they were in part re-discovered by scientists working with
totally different material. Only in the last decade has Garrod's work become widely known
and served fully as a stimulus to research.
Garrod discussed albinism, alkaptonuria, cystinuria and pentosuria. The ramifications of
human biochemical genetics are now so extensive that Professor Harris has, in the supplement
of seventy-seven pages, attempted only to indicate some of the avenues along which the
study has expanded. He has achieved an admirably complete summary well supported
by relevant references. J. E. M.
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THE first edition was published in 1940 and, before the second edition appeared in 1959,
copies were much sought after by those aware of its value as an introductory text. Many
other texts have appeared in recent years, but for the medical student and practitioner no
text has yet rivalled this in clarity of presentation and in the practical value and importance
of the examples discussed. This is no textbook about peas and beans, but on every page
reflects the understanding of one who is a physician as well as a scientist. The last chapter
on genetic prognosis is admirable in its clarity and appreciation of the realities of life and
medicine. But even when discussing the more difficult aspects of genetics the author never
forgets the relationship of the problem to clinical experience.
Modern genetics is now so concerned with biochemical genetics and with chromosomal
anomalies that introductory books could, and have been, written as if traditional genetics
no longer mattered. The modern school will criticise this book for giving DNA and the
genetic code only four unsatisfactory and vague paragrapbs in small print. The one clear
and well written chapter on chromosomal anomalies and the half chapter on biochemical
genetics will probably not satisfy professional genetists. When speculation and opinion on
these aspects has been more completely integrated with medical practice, Dr. Fraser Roberts
is well qualified to present them clearly to the profession in general, and we will look
forward to later editions. J. E. NI.
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